UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY TEACHING AND LEARNING GRANTS

Open Educational Resources (OER) Area of Focus Additional Application Form

D.i. OER Area of Focus
Please complete the following questions for the Open Educational Resource area of focus in addition to the applicable application form for your chosen stream of the Taylor Institute Teaching and Learning Grant.

For more information on OER or links to resources, please review the OER section on the website.

1) Have you already conducted a search for open educational resources that relate to your proposed OER project? You can access the OER By Discipline Guide or the Open Course Matching Service for support in getting started with your OER search.
   - Yes
   - No
   - Other: ________________________________

2) Will you be adapting an existing OER, creating a new OER, or developing ancillary/supplemental materials (e.g. question banks, videos, sample exams, etc.)? (Select all that apply)
   - Adapting an existing OER -
     URL(s) for existing OER: ________________________________
   - Creating a new OER
   - Developing ancillary or supplemental materials -
     Type: ________________________________

3) It is expected that OER projects will be shared under a Creative Commons (CC) license. What Creative Commons License are you planning on applying to your OER project? (50 words)
   Note that the assignment of a CC license does not impact the creator’s copyright ownership of their work.

   __________________________________________

4) Are there platforms or tools that you are currently considering for the development and release of your OER project? (50 words)
   Note: If you are unsure, contact Libraries and Cultural Resources to discuss your options.

   __________________________________________

Parts of this application form have been adapted from related open educational resource grant proposal applications by the University of Guelph and Mount Royal University.